ARC 15 - When the Saints Come - Mission 6 - 11407.22

Summary:  The Claymore continues its orbit around Bomm Daco 3 with Commander Davis taking command of the Bridge as Captain T'Shara waits in transporter room 1 for her diplomatic away team to beam down to the planet surface and make the first face to face contact with the inhabitants of Bromm Daco.

*************** Resume Mission ***************

MO Ens Stevens says:
::Walks into Med-Bad:: MO: Commander Jennings, may I speak to you?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Sitting on her bad in the corner of the transporter room, staying busy with her PADD, as she waits for someone to do...something::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
::In transporter room one, looking over the transporter coordinates and nodding once to Butler before making his way around toward the pad::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Finally sits back in the chair and accesses the console on the arm of the chair to retrieve status reports::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::On the bridge, poised for action at the helm as the planet goes round and round...  and round.... and round.  Okay, maybe not poised, but there.  He's there.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Waits by the pad, checking over his equipment yet again while waiting to get underway::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Checks with Butler on the coordinates and then makes her way onto the transporter pad.::
TC CPO Butler says:
::Nods back at the XO from her spot behind the console:: XO: Ready to transport sir.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Looks up from his console to pay a little bit of attention to Stevens:: MO: Yes, Ensign?  ::Still paying at least half attention to his own work::
CNS Lt Foster says:
::Steps into the transporter room, realizing he is the last one there.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Notices the Counselor and smiles slightly:: CNS: Counselor.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
All: Everyone ready?
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Draws a breath and stands to her feet, slipping her bag over her shoulder:;
CTO Lt Kytides says:
::Nods and moves onto the pad, resisting the urge to check everything again::
CNS Lt Foster says:
CO:  Captain.  ::Moves up to the padd.::
OPS Lt Fong says:
::On the bridge at the Operations station::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
CO:  Aye, Sir.  ::Steps up onto the pad::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Scans through the first three reports quickly before canceling out of them::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Takes a breath to steady herself before proceeding:: CO: Doctor Raeyld has put me in charge for the time being. She's going to down to the planet right now. Given your experience, I wanted to put you in charge of surgery. I'm planning on doing triage for now and then helping you if needed.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
::Nods to Butler::  TC: Energize

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Moves into position on the pad before transport::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Pushes up from the chair, not really in the mood to sit; he drifts towards Operations::  OPS: Have your people ready to yank T'Shara's team at a moment's notice. It's been a long time since an away team has made me feel comfortable, and this one is no exception.
TC CPO Butler says:
::Nods to the CO, visually verifies that everyone is standing on their pads, and only then energizes the beam down cycle::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Laughs sharply:: MO: Right.
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
::Stands by at tactical one as simulations tracking various outcomes of the debris strike run through the computer and compile on her screen::

ACTION:  The Away team is surrounded by a blue swirl and dematerialize from transporter room 1.   Moments later they arrive on Bomm Daco 3 at the coordinates supplied.

SCENE: The Grand room walls are a brilliant gold with platinum carvings.  Amazingly detailed tapestries hang between the wall carvings.  A white marble floor, polished to a mirror like surface goes the entire length of the room.  Six Daconians stand a few meters away.  Their fine silk clothing move gracefully as they bow to greet the away team.

OPS Lt Fong says:
::Nods at the executive officer, then mentally corrects himself:: CEO: Already on it sir.  Butler is running a continuous lock and if the sensors pick up a hazard within fifteen meters of the team she has orders to beam them up.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Looks at Jennings doing her best to bite back an indignant reply:: MO: Good. ::Quickly walks off, still not sure how to feel about the situation::
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Very slowly looks around, keeping still and to herself for the time being::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Nods, figuring it was unnecessary to even ask, but not wanting to leave any stone unturned::  OPS: OK.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Glances around as he materializes,::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Blinks at the rather ornate setting, forgetting himself and glancing over the tapestries before quickly orienting himself toward the Daconians::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Materializes and looks around at the Grand room before them.  She quickly notices the Daconians approaching and she bows in accordance.::
Chancellor Galido says:
::Takes a step forward.::  All:  My friends.  Welcome to Bomm Daco.  May Usfe and our people keep watch over your stay.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Continues with his work, unabated, making no move toward surgery::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Replicates their bow and folds his hands behind his back, smiling cordially::
OPS Lt Fong says:
CEO: I'm showing a clean sensor and transporter lock on the away team, no interference.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Bows belatedly, following the Captain and Damrok's lead::



CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Looks forward towards Hawk::  CAG: Mr. Hawk, be prepared to break orbit. Scan the surrounding areas for any areas we could travel to if we need to...::Thinks about a tactful way to say it, but nothing is coming::...run for our lives.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
OPS: Understood. In the event you need any resources in Engineering to facilitate this, Lieutenant Blather should be able to assist.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Smothers a smile::  CEO:  Understood.  I have multiple escape routes plotted...  that take us nowhere near the incoming debris.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Continues to stand still, watching silently::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Steps forward::  Chancellor: Thank you Chancellor.  I am Captain T'Shara and may I introduce my team.  This is Commander Damrok my first officer.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Goes to assist with the stretchers in the triage area while glancing around at the others in the medbay::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Chancellor:  Pleased to meet you, Chancellor.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@Chancellor:  Thank you for the kind invitation.
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Bows.::  XO:  Commander it is a pleasure.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Motions to each one as she introduces them.::  Chancellor: This is Commander Raeyld, our doctor.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods slightly to the Chancellor::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Drifts back towards the center of the Bridge again::  CAG: Good.
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Move forward and bows to Raeyld.::  CMO:  Doctor Raeyld it is a pleasure to meet a fellow healer.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::At the mention of healer, she softens a little, and bows a bit::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@Chancellor: This is Lieutenant Kytides, our Chief Tactical Officer and Lieutenant Foster, our Counselor.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Nods this time, not willing to completely leave the comfort of the usual::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Notices that Jennings hasn't moved:: MO: Commander, may I have a moment? Outside?
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Bows to Lieutenant Kytides.::  CTO: Lieutenant Kytides it is a pleasure.  Our security teams will be happy to help you in any way they can.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
*ACE*: Davis to Blather, report.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@Chancellor:  Pleased to meet you Chancellor.  ::Imitates their bows.::
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Turns and bows to Lieutenant Foster.::  CNS:  A pleasure to meet you Counselor.
ACE Lt Blather says:
*CEO*: All in the clear, Commander. Impulse and warp engines are within normal range, standing by for use.


MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Still distracted putting the finishing touches on something...belatedly turns his head slightly toward Stevens, though still not fully facing her:: MO: Uh, yeah...a moment.... ::Makes a final tap into the PADD, then thrusts it out to Stevens:: Here's the medical plan. Disseminate it to the rest of the staff.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Stands next to her team as the Chancellor speaks to each one.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Sighs, feeling particularly restless, and not really wanting to feel like they are just waiting::  CAG: What is the ETA of the asteroids or whatever are heading this way?
Chancellor Galido says:
@ ::Turns back to Captain T'Shara and motions to those standing behind him.::  CO:  Let me introduce Doctor Doddler, Head of Environmental Sciences,  Colonel Fauxy, Head of Diplomatic Security Command, Doctor Neel, Head of Deep Space Sciences, High Bishop Moltic, Head of Religious Addairs.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Nods slightly to each::
Chancellor Galido says:
@CO:  And we will go see Spiritul Leader Yieena.  She is looking forward to meeting all of you and welcoming you personally to our planet.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Bows to them once, as a group::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Takes the PADD and tucks it under her arm before quickly stepping into Raeyld's office::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Bows to all after the introduction.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Glances down at his instruments::  CEO:  Just under 72 hours, Commander.
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Motions and begins to walk down the room.::  All: Please follow me into the Grand Chamber.  We can sit and discuss matters.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG/OPS: Any thoughts on how take care of -that- problem...?
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::With the PADD appropriately handed off, he diverts his attention to the equipment inventory, scrolling through it, as he settles into his chair and picks up his cup of coffee, sipping from it gingerly::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Follows closely, wondering what the Grand Chamber must look like after having been presented with a great deal of opulence already::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Follows along with the Chancellor and his people.::  Chancellor: Thank you Chancellor we are looking forward to meeting Spiritual Leader Yieena as well.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Follows the others.::
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Grimaces in usual surreptitious form at the fact that this seems more like a flat-out diplomatic mission so far than what it actually is, a planet's apocalypse, as he follows along::
OPS Lt Fong says:
CEO: I haven't looked at the masses involved yet, but I'd suggest targeted phaser blasts to break the rocks to manageable size and use a tractor pulse to alter the courses enough to avoid the planet.
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Moves slowly through the room.::  CO: It is our pleasure Captain.  We do not get many guests here.  Our time traveling through space has come to almost an end.  We find we need not look elsewhere, when we have everything right here.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CEO:  Well, I don't have a good answer for making it go away, but assuming I can still do math, we could deploy our entire fighter fleet and all shuttles, have them converge in formation and then, using their forward deflectors, they could delay impact by about 6 hours.

ACTION:  The 5 other Daconians follow the group taking up the rear.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Follows along quietly near the rear of the Starfleet group::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Nods, admittedly not having really considered the 'problem' much prior to this point::
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Stops at two large doors and bows at the guards as they quickly open the doors.::  All:  Please follow me.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
OPS/CAG: Phasers and deflector remedies would certainly provide a solution for the smaller pieces. The four massive ones though will be tough with those remedies.  ::Considers this for a moment::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Nods::  CEO:  I would say impossible, at least with the current ideas.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Clears her throat:: MO: Umm, outside?
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Enters the room and kneels at the doorway.::  Outloud:  Oh Great Spiritual Leader Yieena let us welcome our guests who have traveled from afar.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Stands back slightly and watches as the Chancellor kneels upon entering.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Rubs his chin for a moment in agreement::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Glances to Damrok and then back into the room, looking for Yieena::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Without lifting his eyes, as he scrolls meticulously through the PADD:: MO: Mm? What's outside?
Yieena says:
@::Stands.::  Outloud:  They are welcome here.  ::Moves down from the large golden stand and moves along the red stone path towards the doors.::  My friends, welcome.  May Usfe keep you protected always.
Chancellor Galido says:
@::Stands and motions for the others to enter the lavish room.::
MO Ens Stevens says:
MO: I asked to meet you there for a word. Please.
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Looks around the room before turning his attention to Yieena.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Moves back to the center chair, taking a seat with a little more purpose this time::  CAG/OPS: Well, if that's what we have, let's develop a plan to use those methods. But we might as well use our time here to consider some solutions for the larger masses as well.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
MO: Which word?
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Enters the room, standing before Yieena she bows her head slightly::  Yieena: Thank you Yieena.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Nods::  CEO:  Yes sir.  I've already had the flight deck start preps.  Between prep time and flight time, it will take about 20 hours to accomplish this.

SCENE:  One large golden chair stands on a pillar of white marble.  Red stones leads away from the pillar in all four directions.  To the east is a seating area with silver platters full of fruits.  To the west is a large alter.  To the South is the door way and to the North is another set of double doors.

CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Remains as toward the center-back of the group as possible...still not really bowing when the others do::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Glances around the room slightly, this room appears as extravagant as the other if not more.::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Nods::  CAG: What about the trajectory and layout of the masses? How far are they in relation to one another?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Takes a few steps forward, still smiling as Yieena approaches::
Yieena says:
@CO: Captain you honor us by traveling this far to help our people.  It would not be correct of us not to welcome you with open arms.  ::Motions to the seating area.::  Please everyone come and sit so we can discuss matters.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Glances over the room and altar as he follows T'Shara in::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Breathes deeply to steady herself:: MO: A few actually, it's a figure of speech meaning a short discussion. After you? ::Motions toward the door to the hallway trying to not draw the attention of EVERYONE in Medbay::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG/OPS: My initial idea was to potentially draw them into one another and use the big ones to destroy each other, although coming up with an actual technological and reality based idea to do this is...difficult.
Yieena says:
@::Returns Damrok’s smile and continues to look back at him as they walk to the seating area.::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::With a tone growing slightly exasperated, though still distracted on his word:: MO: I'm busy now, Ensign. We're facing a potential planetary disaster, or had you forgotten?
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CEO:  The leading edge is made up of much smaller pieces.  This is the part we can delay/redirect.  It will take about 2 days from initial impact for the major debris to impact, causing total devastation.
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Stands to her full height and forms her hands into fists:: MO: It's rather important but if you prefer, I can tell you now but I'd rather do it in private. Right now.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Makes his way toward the seating area, his smile becoming a bit muted as he makes his way over to a free seat::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Accesses the readouts on his console, displaying visually exactly what Hawk has described::  CAG/OPS: Perhaps Raeyld has a point.
Yieena says:
@::Takes a seat and motions for Damrok to sit next to her.::  Please my friends come sit.  ::Motions for Captain T'Shara to it at the other end across from her.:
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Follows the others and finds an open seat.::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Grins::  CEO:  Let's not say that aloud, if you please, sir.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Moves with the others, taking the chance to look around a bit more before arriving and sitting down::

ACTION:  The rest of the Daconians take a seat among the Claymore crew.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Takes a seat, still taking in the room.::  Yieena: It is an honor to be here.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Haltingly adjusts his trajectory and moves to sit in the offered seat, not wanting to think about what the ignominy of refusing the offered seat might do to the proceedings::

CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG/OPS: Well, Q would have the power to simply will this away, or at least give a nudge. 
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Draws a deep breath, wincing at the sensation she's picking up. Finds herself reflexively battling against the overwhelming sensation.::
Yieena says:
@CO: Captain I was told you received a communications from our planet requesting help.
OPS Lt Fong says:
::Runs a few simulations on his console, then overlays a tectonic map on the simulations. He asks the computer how quickly it could beam mass from the center of the large rocks into an escape orbit, or into a safe orbit.:: CEO: I'm sorry but we don't have a pet Q to throw at this sir.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Belatedly sits down with the others::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
CEO:  But there's always a price with Q...  and we typically don't know what it is.  But it's always something.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Intertwines his fingers and rests his hands on his knees, listening attentively::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
OPS: Not since the Captain apparently chased him away, no.  ::Stares at his own readout for a moment, but can't help but think about the catastrophic risk that Hawk has just addressed::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Placing her hands in her lap::  Yieena: Yes we believe the communication we received is from your planet.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Quite fully exasperated now:: MO: Ensign, if you're quite finished, I have REAL work to do!  ::Grumbles loudly and stomps off toward the biobeds::
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Settles into his chair listening to Yieena and watching the other trying to get a read on everyone.::
Yieena says:
@::Places her hand on Damroks leg just above his hands and smiles.::  XO:  You have lovely skin.  ::Turns back to T'Shara.::  We have checked our records and show no one has sent anything from our central communications facility.  If you would like to check that our Colonel Flauxy can be of great help.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG: Right, right...::Voice drifts off, not dismissively, but instead reflecting the shared understanding they have all developed through their various interactions with Qs::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Thoughtfully::  CEO:  The good news is we have time before we get that desperate.  The Q's ability to snap his fingers and fix this means we can try whatever mortal ideas we can come up with and still have time to grovel to the Q if needed.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
::Looks around the room, looking for anyone who might not be experiencing this weird...haze...or whether any of her shipmates seem to have noticed::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Freezes a moment, then decides he's simply going to have to be as diplomatic as possible::  Yieena:  Ah...thank you.  ::Smiles as cordially as possible, given the circumstances, and shifts a bit in his chair in such a way as to move himself slightly further away, hoping to gently dissuade further contact::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Watches Jennings walk off trying to determine if a fight is worth it in the middle of medbay. Deciding that it is, she slams the PADD down:: MO: Fine. Since you won't have it in private we'll have it now. Raeyld put me in charge. Not you. So, if you will be so kind as to ensure that surgery is ready, I will check the suggestions you have made here
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Nods, wishing that he wasn't a hammer, and that he didn't view every problem like a nail::

MO Ens Stevens says:
::Looks at Jennings waiting for the hurricane to start::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Raises an eyebrow slightly at Yienna as she touches Damrok::  Yienna: Aye, that would be very helpful thank you.  I also wanted to talk to you about bringing a second team down to investigate further
Yieena says:
@::Smiles and looks into Damroks eyes.::  All:  I want to ensure you all that Usfe has told each one of our people that there is no danger.  All will be taken care of by her.  ::Shifts slightly closer to Damrok and rubbing her hand along his arm.::
Yieena says:
@CO:  A second team?  ::Smiles I see nothing that should stop that Captain.  All are welcome here.  Have as many as you like come.  We can ever arrange facilities to house your people should you decide to stay a few days.
CTO Lt Kytides says:
@::Blinks, even as dense as he is not able to miss the oddity of everything going on, glancing exceedingly briefly to the others::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Decides that the line really must be drawn here::  Yieena:  I apologize if I am being ignorant of your...cultural norms, but...I must admit, I am somewhat uncomfortable with your present level of...closeness.
OPS Lt Fong says:
CEO/CAG: How much speed would the rocks need to enter a parabolic orbit?  It might be simpler to speed them up slightly then to slow them down or destroy them.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Pauses at first, as Stevens starts to rage...waits for her to trail off, then folds his arms, speaking quite lowly:: MO: Ensign, I'm not sure what leave your senses have taken of you, nor what you can do in the absence of the Counselor, but I suggest you find a solution, stat. Even Doctor Raeyld will not tolerate such consistent incompetence forever.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Stands up from the table, speaking quietly:: CO: Excuse me, Captain... I...need some air.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Nods::  Yienna: Thank you but I don't think that will be necessary.  But, thank you for the offer.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
OPS:  It's not just a matter of speed, but also approach vector.  Right now, I don't know what we have that can change the trajectory of the larger pieces enough to achieve that.
Yieena says:
@XO: But of course Commander.  ::Pulls her hand away her face blushing.::  All:  Feel free to talk with our leaders.  ::Stands and begins walking the red path back to the pillar.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Nods to Raeyld, a concerned look on her face as she watches her::  CMO: Of course doctor.
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Sits back in his chair a bit, closing his eyes momentarily and then looking to the captain apologetically::
MO Ens Stevens says:
::Takes a deep breath to calm down:: MO: At the moment, my performance is not your concern. Surgery is. Please attend to it. As you mentioned, we are about to experience a disaster.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Stands as Yieena takes her leave.::  Yieena: Thank you.
Chancellor Galido says:
@CO:  So Captain where should we begin.  How can he make sure your people understand that everything here is safe?
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
CAG/OPS: What about ship? If the tractor beam could hold, couldn't we--at least, theoretically, if we could create enough force--push the asteroids into a more favorable approach? We wouldn't need to move the body much; just enough to put physics in play other than the collision of two things occupying the same space.
Yieena says:
::Moves past the center pillar and in through the doors to the North.::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Looks to Damrok reassuredly as this was nothing on him.  She wasn't sure why Yieena was acting the way she did.::
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::With another pause:: MO: Ensign, you can't seriously be trying to convince me that the Commander put you, the lowest ranking, least tenured, lowest seniority, unstable ensign who -gave up- a few hours ago, because it "hurt too bad" - in charge of sickbay?
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Stands as well, taking a few breaths to regain his composure, though he looks toward Yieena as she leaves, hoping that he hasn't caused any ill feeling among the Daconians::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Shakes his head::  CEO:  Sorry sir, but to move that much mass as much as we'd need to...  well, we'd need a fleet of ships and weeks of time.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::Steps away from her seat and wanders back out of the opulent hall::

ACTION:  The guards open the doors to the south for Raeyld.

OPS Lt Fong says:
CAG: Even a single thruster assembly could alter its course, it just wouldn't do it quickly enough.   If we could somehow modify the mass of the objects that would increase the effect of any thrust we applied against it.
MO Ens Stevens says:
MO: I am quite serious, Doctor. And when she returns, you can file a complaint with her. In the meantime, will you please tend to surgery? I will review your suggestions here and disseminate them as I see fit. ::Nods and walks curtly toward triage, PADD underarm once again trying not to show how scared she is show::
CO Capt T’Shara says:
@::Taps her commbadge::  *CEO*: T'Shara to Commander Davis.
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Purses his lips in thought::  OPS:  But how do you suggest altering the mass of 4 quarter moon sized asteroids?
OPS Lt Fong says:
CAG: I'll get back to you on that.
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
OPS: A warp field would at least change some of the properties, though it wouldn't be possible for us to create one that large. ::Hears T'Shara's comm::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
*CO*: Go ahead, Captain.
CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: Prepare your team to come to the planet.  Use the same coordinates to beam down.  Butler should still have that information.
CMO Cmdr Raeyld says:
@::As the doors part before her, she practically stumbles out into the fresh air, as if escaping a smoke-filled room::
CEO Cmdr Davis says:
::Looks around to Hawk and Fong, though he says nothing::  *CO*: Acknowledged.
TO1 Lt Kingston says:
::Looks up from watching the simulations' progress to listen in as the captain issues her orders::
CAG Cptn Hawk says:
::Nods to Davis and signals for a relief on the helm::
CNS Lt Foster says:
@::Stands with the other and turns to see Raeyld quickly leaving the room as if trying to escape, frowning he moves toward the door she exited.::

OPS Lt Fong says:
CEO: We do have a location of a possible signal source for the distress call...It might be worth investigating sir.

@SCENE: The warm summer breeze is cool compared to the warmth of the summer sun.  An almost odd combination keeping just the perfect temperature.  The sweet smell of tropical flowers and sea air hands on each puff of breeze.

CO Capt T’Shara says:
*CEO*: T'Shara out.
MO LtCmdr Jennings says:
::Watches Stevens walk away, and waits a moment, before turning down the hall to surgery, with a few choice words under his breath::
XO LtCmdr Damrok says:
@::Moves toward T'Shara now that she's off the comm::  CO:  Perhaps I should meet with Yieena, to clarify my position?  I would hate to have caused an incident in our first meeting.

************** Pause Mission **************
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